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Introduction
Welcome
This User Guide has been designed for all users who are managing and tracking electronic Trial Master
File placeholder artifacts, document content, and document metadata in the neuronOS eTMF module.
The aim is to provide a practical guide to managing and using the data, functionalities, and processes
as appropriate.

Target Audience
•

The intended audiences for this guide are Sponsor Managers, Study Managers, Document
Managers, Clinical Data Managers (CDMs), Clinical Research Associates (CRAs), Clinical Trial
Monitors, Statisticians and other Study and Site personnel, as appropriate.

Assumptions
This guide assumes that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The user is familiar with the basic operation of Google Chrome (or other browsers, such as
Firefox, Edge, or Safari)
The user is familiar with the basic operations of Microsoft Office 365 applications (Word,
Excel, PowerPoint)
The user is familiar with Adobe Acrobat
Users have been setup in the appropriate neuronOS module, and all system mapping has
been configured appropriately
Appropriate permissions have been set up for users who need access to the different
hierarchical levels in the appropriate neuronOS module
All pre-requisite internal customer training for this application has been completed
All pre-requisite internal customer business processes for this application have been read
and understood

Notes
Multiple browsers and operating systems were used in the creation of this document. As such, the
screenshots contained within may differ slightly from the user’s browser of choice, for example:
buttons may look slightly different, but operate identically.
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Using this Guide
The layout and format of this guide is intended to be as user-friendly as possible, and the following
conventions should help differentiate aspects of the information contained in this guide.
A highlight box is used to identify information, data, functionality, and tasks
within the module
NOTE:

Notes are added to provide more information about the task, functionality,
or section
Bullets show a list of options or definitions
This table shows descriptions of data entry fields for the appropriate forms

Screenshots show examples of pages, workspaces, and forms within the
module
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neuronOS EcoSystem
System Overview
The neuronOS EcoSystem is a fully configurable, cloud-based platform, built specifically for the
Regulatory, Compliance, Quality, Clinical, Raw Data and Imaging domains in the Life Sciences industry.
The platform is designed to be an extremely modular solution where configuration drives the
functional behaviour of each application packaged within an individual product, for example:
Development, Regulatory, Quality, Training, eTMF. The configured behaviour of these applications is
centred around the ability to create pages, workspaces, forms and other components for any
documents, any data, any dossiers, any digital images, and any digital forms.
This fully configurable, modular approach allows user interface elements to be based on configured
components with micro-services executed for events based on these configured component
pathways. All configuration aspects are grouped in packages within the product, and multiple
packages allow a single product to have multiple applications with different configurations for
complete individual application definition, for example: the eTMF application could also be associated
with the Training application to setup Read and Understand trainings for study and site personnel.

neuronOS eTMF Application
The neuronOS eTMF application provides several core capabilities, which streamline the creation,
population, and management of clinical trial content, whilst providing full support for the placeholder
artifacts, documents, metadata, relationships, and hierarchies of the DIA TMF Reference Model. This
gives a formalised means of organising and storing documents, data, images, and other digital content
for biopharmaceutical clinical trials, as may be required for compliance with regulatory authorities.
The neuronOS eTMF application is a single solution for the following processes:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Inspection Readiness – business specific workflows ensure content is reviewed and managed
in real-time to ensure all documents are inspection ready
Faceted Search – sophisticated, yet simple search to deliver easier document retrieval for
sites and sponsors
Lifecycle Workflows – functionality woven into the application and defined as the stages a
document passes through from creation to disposal, with the involved workflow processes
employed to move documents through that lifecycle
Quality Review Workflow – enables users to quickly check the validity and quality of each
document during the workflow process
Scalable Cloud Access – access from any device or location making it easier to upload,
retrieve, review, and manage documents
Secure Access – controls the level of access to relevant documents based on role or user
group
Notifications – email notifications and alerts are sent to relevant users for information on
workflow processes
Dashboards & Reporting – comprehensive integrated dashboards and reporting provides full
visibility into completeness, timeliness, and quality
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eTMF Definition
The definition of what comprises an eTMF (electronic Trial Master File) is usually defined by the
regulatory agency with jurisdiction over the clinical trial.
•

•

•

In Europe, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has recently defined an eTMF as follows:
“An eTMF can contain digital documents in their original format, potentially with digital
signatures, or records from another format, such as paper documents that have been
converted to digital images, which may contain wet-ink signatures. The metadata applied to
documents is recommended to be formally defined to ensure consistency across all
documents”
Article 57 of the EU Regulation states:
“The clinical trial master file shall at all times contain the essential documents relating to that
clinical trial, which enable both the conduct of the clinical trial and the quality of the data
produced to be evaluated”. The sponsor and/or investigator/institution should implement
risk-based quality checks or review processes to ensure the TMF is being maintained up-todate and that all essential documents are appropriately filed in the eTMF”
No formal US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) requirement exists for the use of an eTMF
system in a clinical trial. However, if a clinical trial elects to store trial master file 'essential
documents' in an electronic format, then the eTMF system used to store those files is subject
to regulatory controls specified under ICH GCP

The International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) has published a minimum set of essential
documents for the eTMF. The minimum essential documents that are required for the registration of
pharmaceutical products designed for human use are specified in the document ICH Good Clinical
Practices published in 1997 by the ICH, for example: ICH essential documents that would be required
in any US, EU or Japan based clinical trial would include:
•
•
•

Signed Protocol
Audit Certificate
Subject Enrollment log

Although the ICH guidelines are applicable to the three named ICH regions, many other countries have
agreed to follow the guidelines and have incorporated these principles into their national medicine’s
legislation. Creation of an eTMF and inclusion of ICH essential documents is based on the discretion of
the regulatory agency for the country in which the clinical trial is conducted.
In addition, the submission of a marketing application will normally require compliance with the
regulatory requirements of that country, including requirements specific to eTMF content.
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System Access
Overview
The System Access section of this User Guide introduces all users to basic concepts, such as accessing
the system, recovering lost passwords, changing passwords, system timeouts and logging out.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessing the System
Default System Password
Forgot Password
Changing the Password
System Timeouts
Logging Out of the System
System Support
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Accessing the System
Users can access the neuronOS eTMF application from the cloud on any computer connected to the
internet (desktop, laptop, tablet or mobile).
•
•
•
•
•

Open an internet browser of choice. (Chrome and Edge are the currently validated browsers,
but FireFox, and Safari on a Mac can also be used)
In the address bar, enter the neuronOS eTMF web address, as provided by an administrator
in the system.
When the login screen appears, enter the username (your business email address) and the
default password, as provided by an administrator for the system.
Select the “eye” symbol for the Password to view the password entered
Click Login.

Default System Password
When a user logs in to the system for the very first time, they will be requested to change the
password from the default system password.
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Forgot Password
If a user has forgotten the password, select the Forgot Password? link to access a separate page where
the user can enter their business email address and select Send eMail. A notification email will be sent
to the user’s business email address with a link to recover the password.

Changing the Password
Once logged in to neuronOS, the password can be changed at any time by selecting the Change
Password option in the Account section of the personal details (see the System Navigation section for
further details).
When selected, a change password pop-up window opens for the user to enter and confirm their new
password.

•

C

•

C
•
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NOTE: The password is case sensitive and MUST include upper- and lower-case characters and a
number. Special characters, such as $, &, -, _, #, * can also be used…
In neuronOS a password expiry policy is built into the system. Users will be asked to change their
password to log back into the neuronOS module after a default period of 90 days. The expired
password screen is shown below.

System Timeouts
In neuronOS a system timeout policy is applied that will ensure the user is logged out from the system
if there is no activity after 20 minutes. Users will have to log back into the neuronOS eTMF module
and are returned to the page they were on. The timeout login screen is shown below.
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Logging Out
To logout of the system, select Logout in the Account section of the personal details.

C

C

System Support
To contact BioMedion for any neuronOS system or module support issues, please use the following
link, which takes the user to a ticketed support system where your request will be reviewed and
managed.
•

Email Address – neuronOS-support@biomedion.com
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System Navigation
Overview
The System Navigation section of this User Guide introduces users to the dashboards and system
navigation.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Navigation
Application Menu
Pages Menu
Context Menu
Expected Count Menu
Forms
Faceted Search
Validations
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System Navigation
The neuronOS EcoSystem contains a series of Products (iTMF), in which individual
Applications/Modules (eTMF Management) reside. Add-Ons such as REPORT+, SIGN+, TRAIN+ can be
provisioned, as required.
The Clinical products and applications are as follows:
•

iTMF – Intelligent Trial Master File
eTMF Management – Electronic Trial Master File Management
ARC+ – eArchiving Management

neuronOS has a menu-driven navigation functionality that enables the user to drill-down through
different menus to access their needs and requirements. Each individual application has different
menu items, but the overall principles of system navigation remain the same throughout the
neuronOS EcoSystem.

Application Menu
The best way to navigate through the system is to start by selecting the Application menu.

This opens a pop-up menu on the left-hand side of the page, which consists of two (2) functional
menu areas:
•
•

The Application menu (eTMF Management, eTMF Study Countries, eTMF Study Sites, System
Settings)
A System Details menu (highlighted in the blue section which appears at the top of the page,
and is accessed via the 3-vertical dots)

NOTE: If users also have access to other modules within the neuronOS EcoSystem, such as the
Document Management module they will be listed here under a Product, such as iPQM.
When the eTMF Management option is selected, the Home Page dashboard is opened.
The eTMF Study Countries and Study Sites options correspond to the Country and Site level Home Page
dashboards (only available/visible to roles that have access to those specific levels)
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If the System Settings option (only available to administrators or superusers) is selected, the user has
access to an administration area, which will be explained in detail in the separate eTMF Administration
Guide.
The System Details section (in blue) tells the user which environment they are using, for example
Sandbox-Client name, and the user’s name. The 3 vertical dots located in this details section gives
access to basic system data information, such as:
•
•
•

Account Information (Logout, Change Password)
Language (English - US)
About (Application Information, Version Numbers, etc…)

Pages Menu
To navigate further through the system the Pages menu bar, along the top of the Home Page can be
used. Each page (Home, Reports, Library) is highlighted in bold and underlined when selected by a
user, permitting for navigation to the corresponding page, for example: Home.

Generally, the neuronOS EcoSystem is made up of Pages containing Workspaces, such as the Home
Page. This page contains chart and list workspaces, such as Document charting, Studies list, and the
My Active Tasks list.
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Workspaces
Each workspace contains the relevant data, metadata and details for that section and has tools to
manage and navigate through the section.

These include pagination tools at the bottom of each workspace, which enables the user to quickly
move through multiple pages and move to the end of the list and back to the beginning.

There is a listing of the number of items shown in one workspace to give the user an idea of how many
items there are in total. The default number of items in a list is 20.

There is an option to sort columns based on their titles.

In all listing workspaces, there is also an option to export the list of studies, countries, sites,
placeholders, documents, tasks, or reports in an Excel file, which is available to download to the user’s
desktop.

There are also other options that are only available on selected workspaces.
On the Placeholders workspace there is an option to select either Pending Placeholders (default view)
or All Placeholders, which allows the user to view only placeholder artifacts with a status of pending,
or all placeholder artifacts.
NOTE: When a Placeholder Artifact has document content upload to it the status of the placeholder is
changed to Completed and it can only be viewed in the All Placeholders view...
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On the Documents workspace there is an option to select the Latest Versions of all documents (default
view), or All Versions of the documents, or Removed Versions.

On the Documents workspace there is an option to multi-select the documents from the list and then
select several documents, or all documents to perform relevant tasks on, such as download content,
or remove documents.
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Select the three bars to view the menu, or the “X” to return to the workspace.

Context Menu
The Context Menu appears for each item and is where a user can perform a variety of actions or tasks
on a placeholder artifact or document, such as adding content, sending for a quality check, completing
the quality check, viewing document details, or downloading documents. The context menu will
change depending on the status of the document or where it currently is in the lifecycle workflow.
When Placeholder Artifacts are added to the eTMF, or Document Content has been uploaded, there
are several options to perform actions or tasks on the document, and these actions are to be found in
the Context Menu to the left of the name or ID.

Placeholder Artifacts
The placeholder artifact context menu contains options to add document content or fulfilled content
and to view the placeholder artifact details.
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Documents
The document context menu is split into 3 areas for ease of use:
•
•
•

Send for – to perform Lifecycle Workflow actions
Edit – to edit Details and Content of the document
View – to view Details and Content of the document

Forms
A Form is a page where data can be entered by the user for the purposes of creating, editing, or
updating documents and their metadata, for example: when creating Studies in the Library, or
uploading Document Content, or editing Document Details.
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Expected Count Menu
Expected Counts for placeholder artifacts are a way of increasing the number of documents that can
be added to that placeholder artifact. Each placeholder has an expected count of one (1) when the
placeholders are uploaded at the different levels. The count can be increased, then Submitted to the
placeholder artifact and that increased number will allow up to that number of documents to be
uploaded.
When the total count is reached the Placeholder will be hidden from view in the placeholder artifact
listing but can still be viewed if the All Placeholders option is selected. The Expected Count can then
be increased for that placeholder artifact, if required and the placeholder artifact is then made
available in the Pending Placeholders view
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Faceted Search
The Faceted Search section on the left of the Study Home Page gives users the ability to filter a search
to narrow down the selection of documents shown on the page.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title – a free text search field to input property search criteria for any placeholder artifact(s)
or document(s) that contain the selected elements
Country – selects all placeholder artifact(s) and document(s) chosen in the country
Site – selects all placeholder artifact(s) and document(s) chosen in the site
Document Status – selects all document(s) chosen with the selected status
Placeholder Level – selects all placeholder artifact(s) chosen in the placeholder level
Zone Name – selects all placeholder artifact(s) and document(s) chosen in the reference
model zone. Each Zone Name is numbered according to the DIA TMF Reference Model
Section Name – selects all placeholder artifact(s) and document(s) chosen in the reference
model section. Each Section Name is numbered according to the DIA TMF Reference Model
(select the Section Name to expand the search option)

Each dropdown text section of the Faceted Search has an ‘X’ that allows users to cancel a selected
search, and there is a Clear All option to cancel all selections in the search.
NOTE: When text has been entered in the Title section, a user will need to select Enter on the keyboard
to return the search results...
More than one option can be chosen to narrow down the search to filter for the correct placeholder
artifact(s) and document(s) or set of documents.
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The Country and Site workspaces have similar faceted search options, but without the relevant
country and site options.

To navigate back io a previous page in the system, use the left-pointing white arrow whenever it
appears in the Pages menu bar.
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Validations
There are validations built into the neuronOS eTMF that warn the end user when they perform certain
incorrect tasks.

Mandatory
If data fields are identified as mandatory and not completed, then a validation message appears, for
example:

The user would need to Close this validation message and complete the required missing fields.

Duplicate
If duplicate data is entered in certain areas of the solution, then a validation message appears, for
example:

The user would need to review this validation message, Close the message, and correct the issue.
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eTMF Home Page
Overview
The eTMF Home Page Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the dashboard,
which is the first page that appears after logging in to the system.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Page Dashboard
Document Incompleteness
Document Completeness
Document Readiness
Studies List
Study Access
My Active Tasks
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Home Page Dashboard
The Home Page dashboard can be configured to suit business specific requirements and as an out-ofthe-box implementation shows three charts giving an overview of the completeness and readiness of
uploaded documents, a listing of studies created in the eTMF, and a task list showing active tasks in
the lifecycle workflow that have been assigned to the user as part of their role in the system.
This Home Page menu is the primary page that opens when a user logs into neuronOS. When a Study
ID (highlighted in blue) is selected, the Study Home Page opens and depending on your permissions in
the system, it may display options for adding, or modifying data.

Document Incompleteness
The Document Incompleteness workspace shows a chart for all the document placeholder artifacts by
study that have not had any content uploaded to them. These incomplete placeholder artifacts are
identified in the system with a lifecycle workflow status of Pending.
If a user hovers over each study section, the number of document placeholder artifacts in that study
will be shown.
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Document Completeness
The Document Completeness workspace shows a chart for the number of placeholder artifacts by
study that have had completed documents uploaded to them. Uploaded documents are identified in
the system with a lifecycle workflow status of Draft.
If a user hovers over each study, the number of uploaded documents in that study will be shown.

Document Readiness
The Document Readiness workspace shows a chart for the number of documents by study that have
completed the full lifecycle workflow, and have a status of Ready
If a user hovers over each study, the number of Inspection Ready Documents in that study will be
shown.

If a user selects the study name, which becomes crossed out, then that study is hidden from view.
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Studies List
The Studies listing shows the number of studies that have been created in the eTMF module. There
are some auto-populated details of the study for reference and the blue Study ID link will take the user
to the selected Study Home Page when clicked.

The drop-down arrow to the left of the Study ID is a context menu that enables a user, with the
correct permissions, to edit a study in the Library section of the eTMF module.

Pagination is available at the bottom of this section with the number of items shown on the right of
the workspace, and a sorting option which allows each column to be sorted alphabetically up or down
by column title.

Study Access
To move forward and access any of the studies, click on the blue Study ID link to go to the selected
Study Home Page.
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My Active Tasks
The My Active Tasks listing shows the tasks that have been assigned to a user in the eTMF module. As
part of the lifecycle workflow, documents can be sent for a quality check review and assigned to a user
for that review.
Documents that have been rejected during the Complete QC stage of the lifecycle workflow are also
shown in the My Active Tasks listing if the user is that document’s Task Owner.
When a user logs in to the system, all task assignments will be shown on the dashboard and the user
can then complete the lifecycle process from the Home Page dashboard by clicking on the context
menu to the left of the document name.
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eTMF Study Home Page
Overview
The eTMF Study Home Page Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the
management of the eTMF at study level.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study Home Page
Document Review Workspace
Quality Review Workspace
Countries Workspace
Sites Workspace
Placeholders Workspace
Documents Workspace
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Study Home Page
The Study Home Page gives users the ability to review placeholder artifacts uploaded at the study,
country, or site level, to review document content uploaded to placeholder artifacts and to perform
lifecycle workflow tasks, such as uploading content, sending for a quality control (QC) check and
making the document inspection ready. Two charts show the status of documents by zones in the
reference model and by quality review during the lifecycle workflow process.
The faceted search option allows the user to filter for documents within zones or sections in the
reference model, or to filter for documents with a specific status, at a specific placeholder level.
Countries and sites created for the study are shown and document placeholder templates can be
uploaded for each country or site(s).
Placeholder artifacts for the study are shown, and any documents uploaded to these study level
placeholders are displayed in a separate document workspace.

To return to the Home Page dashboard, the back arrow by the study name will take users back.

NOTE: If a user returns to the Home Page dashboard, then any selected search options are
automatically reset when they go back to the Study Home Page…
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Document Review Workspace
This workspace section shows the status of uploaded Documents in each Zone, with hover text to let
the user know how many documents are in that zone with that status.

If a status column is selected, for example the Draft status in the 08 – Central and Local Testing zone,
a new drill-down list page opens to show those documents, where the faceted search can be utilised
to easily and quickly filter for the information required.

At the bottom of the page, there is the ability to use pagination and sorting options and to export the
drill-down page as a compressed or zipped file.
The Export option allows users to export the filtered data as either a PDF or an Excel file.
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Close takes the user back to the Study Home Page.

Quality Review Workspace
This workspace section will only show a list of the documents which have been rejected during a QC
Check (Scan Quality Issue, Incorrect Document, Incomplete Metadata, Other Issue).
NOTE: The Quality Review process will be explained in full during the lifecycle workflow section, when
documents have been uploaded, QC checked and then rejected due to quality issues…

Hover text lets the user know how many documents are in that quality review status, and a new drilldown list page opens when a rejected status is selected to show those documents. The faceted search
can then be utilised to easily and quickly filter for the documents required.
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At the bottom of the page, there is the ability to use pagination and sorting options and to export the
drill-down page as a compressed or zipped file.
The Export option allows users to export the filtered data as either a PDF or an Excel file.

Close takes the user back to the Study Home Page.

Countries Workspace
This workspace section shows a list of countries that have been added to the study in the Library.
There are some auto-populated details of the country for reference and these details can be sorted
on.

NOTE: Countries management will be fully explained in the eTMF Country Management section of this
user guide…
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Sites Workspace
This workspace section shows a list of sites that have been added to the study in the Library. There are
some auto-populated details of the site for reference and these details can be sorted on.

NOTE: Sites management will be fully explained in the eTMF Site Management section of this user
guide…

Placeholders Workspace
This Placeholders workspace section shows a list of all placeholder artifacts which have been added to
studies, countries or sites and will show different lists of placeholder artifacts when faceted search
options are selected.

Tasks can be performed, and Document content can be added to the placeholder artifacts by using the
context menu to the left of the placeholder artifact name.
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Placeholder Attributes and the Audit Log can be viewed by clicking on the View Details context menu
option and selecting the Audit Log tab.

NOTE: The Add Content and Fulfill Content context menu options will be fully explained in the
Document Content Management section of this guide...
The pagination, sorting and export options at the bottom of the page give the user a chance to page
through multiple pages of placeholder artifacts and sort them alphabetically, or export them to Excel.
The Pending Placeholders option gives the user a chance to choose from seeing the pending
placeholder artifacts or all placeholder artifacts, independent of any chosen faceted search selection.
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NOTE: When document content has been added to a single placeholder artifact, that placeholder
artifact will be identified with a status of Completed (Expected Count = Actual Count) and hidden from
this list of pending placeholders…

Documents Workspace
This workspace section shows where the document content has been added to placeholder artifacts
within studies, countries or sites and will show different lists of documents when the faceted search
options are selected.
As document content is uploaded into the appropriate placeholder artifact, a graphic icon identifying
which type of document has been uploaded will be shown. A blank icon identifies any document(s)
that have been uploaded as Fulfilled.

The context menu to the left of each document allows the user to view and edit the details and
content of that document, to download the added content, to check-out the document for editing, to
remove the document, or to perform the required lifecycle tasks currently assigned to the document.
NOTE: If no search options are selected, this workspace section will show ALL Documents from the
study, including all Countries and Sites added to the Study…

NOTE: The required lifecycle tasks assigned to the document will be explained fully in the Document
Content Management section of this guide…
The pagination, sorting, editing and multi-select options at the bottom of the page give the user a
chance to page through multiple sets of documents and sort them alphabetically, or export them to
Excel, or select multiple documents to download.
The Latest Versions option at the bottom of the page gives the user a chance to see all the latest
versions of the documents in the list, all versions of the documents, or a listing of the removed
documents.
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Document Attributes and the Audit Log can be viewed by clicking on the View Details context menu
option and selecting the Audit Log tab.
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eTMF Country Home Page
Overview
The eTMF Country Home Page Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the
management of the eTMF at country level.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•

Countries Home Page
Placeholders Workspace
Documents Workspace
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Countries Home Page
The Study Countries Home Page dashboard is available to a user at login and can be accessed on the
Application menu, but only if they have access to the eTMF module at the Country level. Users can be
added to the appropriate Security Groups for access at the country level by an administrator in the
system.

Users can then access the Country Home Page by selecting the blue Country Name link or see any
tasks assigned to them at the Country level in the My Active Tasks workspace.
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If a user has access to the study level in the eTMF module, the countries section on the Study Home
Page will show a list of countries that have been added to the study.

Users can select the blue Country Name to navigate to the country home page.

Placeholders Workspace
Users, with the appropriate permissions, can add placeholder artifacts to each country by clicking the
blue Add button and selecting Add Placeholders.

The New Placeholders form opens where a user can select the required items. Users can enter the
appropriate data for the country placeholder artifacts and click the Add Placeholders button to save
the page.
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NOTE: The Country selection will only be available when Template Type is selected…

The placeholder artifacts are added to the country and can be searched for in the Faceted Search
section. Lifecycle workflow options can then be selected for each placeholder artifact from the
context menu.

ADDING COUNTRY PLACEHOLDERS
Select
•

Template Type* = The type of placeholder template to select for the country

•

Placeholder Template* = The defined placeholder template for the selected template type

•

Study* = The study ID to be selected (auto populated if only 1 study in the study, or a dropdown list if more studies are available for selection)

•

Country* = The country to be selected (auto populated if only 1 country in the study, or a
drop-down list if more countries are available for selection)

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
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NOTE: Users can also add placeholder artifacts to each country by clicking the blue Add button on the
Study Homepage and selecting Add Placeholders…

Documents Workspace
When document content has been uploaded to a placeholder artifact, the document is shown in the
Documents section of the Country page and is removed from the Placeholders section.
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eTMF Site Home Page
Overview
The eTMF Site Home Page Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the
management of the eTMF at site level.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•

Sites Home Page
Placeholders Workspace
Documents Workspace
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Sites Home Page
The Study Site Home Page dashboard is available to a user at login and can be accessed on the
Application menu, but only if they have access to the eTMF module at the Site level. Users can be
added to the appropriate Security Groups for access at the site level by an administrator in the system.

Users can access the site section by selecting the blue Site Name link or see any tasks assigned to
them at the Site level in the My Active Tasks workspace.
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If a user has access to the study level in the eTMF module, this section on the Study Home Page will
show a list of sites that have been added to the study.

Placeholders Workspace
Users, with the appropriate permissions, can add placeholder artifacts to each site by clicking the blue
Add button and selecting Add Placeholders.
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NOTE: The Site selection will only be available when Template Type is selected…

Enter the appropriate data for the site placeholder artifacts and click the Add Placeholders button to
save the page.

ADDING SITE PLACEHOLDERS
Select
•

Template Type* = The type of placeholder template to select for the country

•

Placeholder Template* = The defined placeholder template for the selected template type

•

Study* = The study ID to be selected (auto populated if only 1 study in the study, or a dropdown list if more studies are available for selection)

•

Country* = The country to be selected (auto populated if only 1 country in the study, or a
drop-down list if more countries are available for selection)

•

Site* = The site to be selected (auto populated if only 1 site in the study, or a drop-down list
if more sites are available for selection)

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
The placeholder artifacts are added to the site and can be search for in the Faceted Search section,
and lifecycle workflow options can be selected for each placeholder artifact from the context menu.
Users, with the appropriate permissions, can add placeholder artifacts to each site by clicking the blue
Add button and selecting Add Placeholders.
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NOTE: Users can also add placeholder artifacts to each site by clicking the blue Add button on the
Study Homepage and selecting Add Placeholders…

Documents Workspace
When document content has been uploaded to a placeholder artifact, the document is shown in the
Documents section of the Site page and is removed from the Placeholders section.
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eTMF Document Content Management
Overview
The eTMF Document Content Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the
management of documents in the eTMF.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Search for Study Placeholders
Add Primary Document Content
Lifecycle Workflow (Send for QC Check)
Lifecycle Workflow (Complete QC Check - Approved)
Lifecycle Workflow (Inspection Ready)
Quality Review (Complete QC Check – Rejected)
View Documents
Edit Documents
Fulfilled Document Content
Expected Count
Audit Log
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Search for Study Placeholders
Once placeholder artifacts have been uploaded to a study, a country, or a site, document content can
be added to each placeholder artifact. Lifecycle and workflow reviews can then take place and each
document can be checked and validated.
Filter for the correct placeholder artifact and/or document by following these steps.
•
•

Select Study from the Placeholder Level section
Select Central Trial Documents from the Zone Name section

The filter results will show in the Placeholders workspace.

Add Primary Document Content
Primary document content can be uploaded either by a site user with the appropriate permissions at
the site level, or a sponsor user with the appropriate permissions at the study level. Site users would
probably only upload site relevant documents for sponsor users to review and quality check.
Select an appropriate placeholder artifact from the Placeholders section.
Select the down arrow next to the placeholder artifact name and review the context menu options.
•

Add Content – adds Primary Document Content, Received and Expiry Dates and Comments
for the placeholder artifact. Users can also update the Document Name whilst uploading
content
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•

•

Fulfill Content – allows users to identify documents as entered in the eTMF, but actually filed
in another application or location, for example: electronic submission documents or
duplicate Investigator CVs
View Details – shows Placeholder Attributes and the Audit Log trail

Add Content
The Add Content form displayed has a header section where basic information on the document
name, Study ID, Country, Site and Lifecycle Status can be found. The lifecycle status bar is shown
underneath the header section where the Pending status shown in red is the current status.

ADDING CONTENT DETAILS
Select
•

Content* = Drag and drop files, or browse for files from a finder window

•

Document Name* = The name of the document as defined by the placeholder artifact or
document name, which can be edited by the user

•

Received Date = The date the document was received, or uploaded to the eTMF

•

Expiry Date = The expiry date of the document, if required

•

Comments = Comments to be added to the document metadata

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with a red asterisk *…
Browse for, or drag and drop, a document file into the content box and double-check the document
name to ensure it is the correct document.
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If the uploaded document has been chosen incorrectly, it can be deleted by selecting the cross (X) to
the right of the document name.
Complete the task details as required and then click Add Content to save.
The uploaded content is shown in the Documents section with status of Draft, a minor Version No: 0.1
and has the appropriate icon for the uploaded content (docx, pdf, xlsx, pptx etc…)
The placeholder artifact for this document is identified with a status of Completed and is hidden from
the Placeholders section but can be viewed by selecting the All Placeholders option.

The Document Review chart section also shows the uploaded document with a status of Draft if the
Faceted Search filter is still selected.
The section can be clicked on to show the uploaded document in a separate drill-down page, where
the document can be exported as a PDF or an Excel file.
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When either of the export options is selected, the document is downloaded into the downloads folder
on the user’s desktop and can be opened in a native application, such as Word, Excel, or PDF Viewer.
Selecting the Close button will exit out of this page and return the user back to the study home page.
NOTE: The lifecycle review options, and other context menu options can be selected from this drilldown page, as well as from the document in the Study, Country, or Site home page…

Lifecycle Workflow (Send for QC Check)
Select Send for QC Check to send for a quality check and review the content of the document.

The document content is rendered to appear on this page and can be reviewed to ensure that the
correct document has originally been uploaded. Tools in the rendered document are available to
perform tasks on the document, such as download, view in full screen and print.
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ADDING TASK DETAILS
Task
•

Notes = A note to inform users that the task to be performed is the selection of
Reviewers/Approvers

•

Task Owner* = The user(s), or reviewer(s), in the system who should perform a quality check
and review of the document

Details
•

Document Name = The name of the document (automatically populated field)

•

Level = The level at which the document is located in the system, for example Study
(automatically populated field)

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
Select Close to cancel the current task, close the page, and return to the study home page.
The Lifecycle Status bar at the top of the page now shows a status of Draft in red, whilst the Pending
status has changed to green.
Complete the Task and Details form as required and then select Send for QC Check.
NOTE: Multiple Task Owners can be selected to review the document, but if more than one reviewer is
chosen, ALL reviewers must complete the task…
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A notification email is sent from the system to the task owner’s email address notifying them that the
document has been updated to the status of QC Check with a link to the login screen of the neuronOS
eTMF module for them to select to review the document.
The task is also updated on the My Active Tasks listing on the dashboard and further lifecycle tasks can
be performed from this location.

Lifecycle Workflow (Complete QC Check – Approved)
A sponsor user with the appropriate permissions can perform a review process to complete the
quality control check and either approve or reject the document.
Filter and select the document which has had content added to it from the Documents section.
Select Complete QC Check from the context menu to review the content of the document.
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The document content is rendered to appear on this page and can be reviewed as a quality check to
ensure that it is the correct document, or that it has the correct metadata, or that the scan quality is
appropriate, or any other issue.
When the user has reviewed the document, they can either Approve the document for completion, or
Reject the document, which moves the document back to the status of Draft where the rejected
document can be edited or changed.

ADDING TASK DETAILS
Tasks
•

Notes = A note to inform users that the task to be performed is the selection of
Reviewers/Approvers

Details
•

Name = The name of the document (automatically populated field)

•

Level = The level at which the document is located in the system, for example Study
(automatically populated field)

Review
•

Review Outcome* = Approve or Reject the document

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
Select Cancel to cancel the current task, close the page, and return to the study home page.
The Lifecycle Status bar at the top of the page now shows a status of QC Check in red, whilst the Draft
status has changed to green.
Complete the Task, Details and Review form to Approve the document and then click Approve QC
Check.
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NOTE: The document will be approved, but we will go through the process of rejecting a document in
the Document Content Editing section of this user guide…

Lifecycle Workflow (Inspection Ready)
Once the document has progressed through all the individual stages of the lifecycle it is identified as
Inspection Ready with a status of Ready, and the Version No. is updated to a major version of 1.0

The Document Review section also shows the uploaded document with a status of Ready if the
Faceted Search filter is still selected and the section can be clicked on to show the uploaded document
in a separate drill-down page where the document can be exported as a PDF or to an Excel file.
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The documents identified as Inspection Ready are also shown on the dashboard in the Document
Readiness chart.

Quality Review (Complete QC Check - Rejected)
Quality Review is the process of managing a review of the uploaded document content to see whether
it is the correct document or whether the quality of the document is adequate for the purpose. If the
uploaded document content does not reach the levels of quality as described in business processes,
the document can be rejected as failing this basic quality check.
A sponsor user with the appropriate permissions can then perform a review process to complete the
quality control check.
NOTE: This can only take place during the Complete QC Check stage, so for illustration purposes in this
User Guide, we will pick up the Lifecycle process from that point...
Filter and select the document placeholder artifact which has had content added to it and completed
the Send for QC Check stage of the lifecycle and currently is at QC Check status.
Select the down-arrow and review the context menu options.
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Select Complete QC Check to review the content of the document.
The document content is rendered to appear on this page and can be reviewed and downloaded to
ensure that it is the correct document.

ADDING TASK DETAILS
Tasks
•

Notes = A note to inform users that the task to be performed is the selection of
Reviewers/Approvers

Details
•

Document Name = The name of the document (automatically populated field)

•

Level = The level at which the document is located in the system, for example Study
(automatically populated field)

Review
•

Review Outcome* = Approve or Reject the document

•

Rejection Reason* = Select a quality check rejection reason for the document (only available if
Reject is chosen as a Review Outcome)
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•

Rejection Comment = Add a comment on the reason for the rejection (only available if Reject is
chosen as a Review Outcome)

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
Complete the Task, Details and Review form to Reject the document and then click Reject QC Check.

The document is moved back to a Draft status with a status of Draft and a Rejection Reason of
Incorrect Document, so that any changes can be made.

The rejected document is also shown in the My Active Tasks listing on the Dashboard.

An email notification is sent to the user who originally uploaded the document content advising them
that the status has changed, what the reason for rejection was, the comments added for the rejection
reason and that they should review the document.
When the document details are viewed, the Rejected By, Rejection Reason, and Rejection Comments
have been added into the header of the page.
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The document is identified in the Quality Review chart on the study homepage, which when selected
opens a drill-down page to show the list of documents with a status of Draft and a Rejection Reason of
Incorrect Document.

When a document has been rejected, a user can perform a Check-Out/Check-In process to enable
changes or edits to be performed on the document.
NOTE: The Check-Out/Check-In process will be explained in full in the document content editing section
of this user guide…
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View Documents
View Details
View Details allows the user to review the attributes, and the audit log of the document. Select Close
to return to the list of documents.
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View Content
View Content allows the user to review the uploaded content of the document. Select Close to return
to the list of documents.

Download Content
Download Content gives the user the option to open the original document in the native program of
creation, for example: Office365 Word or a PDF Viewer.
Select the Download Content menu item from the context menu to enable the document to be
downloaded into a downloads folder on the user’s desktop, which can then be opened in a native
application, such as Word, Excel, or PDF, or viewed in a new browser window.

NOTE: Different browsers may have different methods of downloading documents, but most browsers’
downloads will generally be located in a downloads folder on the user’s laptop/desktop computer…
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Edit Documents
Edit Details
Edit Details allows the user to edit the attributes and details of the document, as required. Elements
of this metadata can be edited and saved as required.

Edit Content
Edit Content allows the user to view an editable document (MS Word) in its original format and
perform editing as required.

Check-Out
Check-Out allows the user to check out the document to perform editing tasks and locks the
document in the eTMF to stop other users accessing or performing any tasks on the document.
NOTE: The options of Edit Details, Edit Content and Check-Out will be discussed later in the User Guide
section of Editing Document Content…

Add Fulfilled Document Content
Fulfilled document content is content that needs to be identified in the electronic Trial Master File but
is usually filed manually or located in another electronic application, for example: e-Submission
documents that are part of the initial regulatory submission package.
Filter for and select an appropriate placeholder artifact from the Placeholders section.
Select Fulfill Content from the context menu.

The add content form displayed has a header section where basic information on the document name,
study ID, country, site, and lifecycle status can be found. The lifecycle status bar is shown underneath
the header section where the Pending status shown in red is the current status and there are only
data fields to complete as no content is being uploaded.
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Select Cancel to cancel the current task, close the page, and return to the study page.
ADDING TASK DETAILS
Select
•

Document Name = Auto-populated with the name of the placeholder artifact

•

Received Date = The date the document was received

•

Expiry Date = The expiry date of the document, if required

•

Comments* = Comments to be added to the document content

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
Complete the task details as required and then click Add Content to save.
The fulfilled document is shown in the Documents section with status of Fulfilled, a major Version No:
1.0 and has no icon showing uploaded content.

The Document Review section also shows the fulfilled document with a status of Fulfilled if the Faceted
Search filter is selected and the section can be clicked on to show the uploaded document in a
separate page where the document can be exported as a PDF or to an Excel file.
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The lifecycle now shows all the statuses in green for the fulfilled document.

Selecting the Close button will exit out of this page and return the user back to the study home page.
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Expected Count
Placeholder artifacts can be identified in the eTMF that require more than one document uploaded to
them, for example: Filenotes, Meeting Material, Relevant Communications or Site Staff CVs, Site Staff
Agreements.
Filter for and select an appropriate placeholder artifact from the Placeholders section and select the
right facing arrow to the left of the placeholder artifact name to open the Expected Count menu.

The Expected Count menu opens, where a user can change the expected count of the placeholder
artifact to meet business requirements and select Submit to save.

The placeholder artifact now shows an expected number of 3, with a count of 0.

Multiple content can now be added to this placeholder artifact and the Count will increase by the
number of times that content is added.
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When the expected count is met, the placeholder artifact is identified with a status of Completed and
will be hidden from the list of placeholder artifacts.

However, there may be a scenario where more documents may need to be uploaded to this
placeholder artifact. In this case, the option of selecting the menu item Pending Placeholders and
then All Placeholders will let the hidden, completed placeholder artifacts appear
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The expected count can now be increased as appropriate and submitted and then other document
content can be uploaded.

Audit Log
The Audit Log is the area in View Details for a document where all the metadata that has been entered
or updated for that document is collated for audit purposes.
NOTE: The Audit Log has different Operation areas if it selected as a Document or a Placeholder…

Placeholder Artifact Audits
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It is split into two operations:
•
•

Insert – where audit data shows where the Reference model metadata has been uploaded
for this document
Update – where audit data shows any updates performed for this document, such as
changing the Expected Count of the document.

Insert

Click the Close button to close the page.

Update

Document Audits
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It is split into four operations:
•
•
•
•

AddContent : Primary – where audit data shows document content as originally uploaded to
the placeholder artifact
Insert – where audit data shows any changes or edits performed for this document
Lifecycle – where audit data shows the lifecycle changes for this document during the
workflow
Update – where audit data shows any updates performed for this document during the
lifecycle workflow

Add Primary

Click the Close button to close the page.

Insert

Click the Close button to close the page.

Lifecycle

Click the Close button to close the page.
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Update

Click the Close button to close the page.
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eTMF Document Content Editing
Overview
The eTMF Document Content section of this User Guide introduces users to the processes around
checking out documents for editing purposes and then checking the documents back into the eTMF.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check-Out
Cancel Check-Out
Check-In
Edit Document Content
Edit Document Details
Revise Documents
Reclassify Documents
Remove Documents
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Check-Out
A user with the appropriate permissions can perform an editing process on the document. When a
document is rejected for quality reasons, its status is moved back to draft and an editing process can
take place to ensure the document meets a quality check review.
Select the context menu for the document and review the options.
Click on Check-Out.

The document is now identified as Locked
and a Lock Item Message is shown when a user
hovers over the lock icon. This message also identifies which user checked out the document and
provides the user’s login email address.

Cancel Check-Out
Select the context menu for the document and review the options. If Check-Out is selected, there is
now an option to Cancel Check-Out, which takes the user back to the original set of options in the
menu at this stage of the lifecycle.
NOTE: An administrator with the appropriate security permissions is allowed to cancel all checked out
documents, if required for any of a variety of reasons…
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Check-In
When the correct document has been selected, a user with the appropriate permissions can perform
a Check-In procedure to complete the quality control check and check a correct document back into
the eTMF.
Select the context menu for the document and review the options. There is an option to Check-In,
which takes the user back to the Add Content page where the user can add a new document or
uploaded the edited document.

Select Check-In to check the revised document back into the eTMF. The previously uploaded
document is shown on the add content page and can be deleted, if required, by selecting the “trash
can” icon.

The Received Date, Expiry Date, and Comments can be added for the new document.
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Browse for or drag and drop a document file into the content box and double-check to ensure it is the
correct document.
Complete the details on the Task form as required and then click Check-In to save.
Select Cancel to cancel the current task, close the page, and return to the study home page.

Once the document has been checked back into the eTMF, it’s Version No. is incremented to the next
minor version number (0.1 – 0.2) and the Lifecycle processes can be continued from the Send to QC
Check stage.

Edit Document Content
A user with the appropriate permissions can perform an edit on a document within the eTMF.
NOTE: Document Content can only be edited whilst the document is in Draft status…
Select the context menu down-arrow to Edit Content. If the document was uploaded as a Microsoft
Word document, then the document opens in Microsoft Office 365 Word mode and the user can edit
the document as required.
NOTE: If the document is a PDF, then no edits can be performed…
All changes in the document are automatically saved as they are made.
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Review the Word editing bar and change the Editing function to Reviewing, which will enable the Track
Changes option so that any edits made to the document can be tracked.
Make any changes to the document as required and hover over the text to see details of those
changes, who performed them and when they were changed.
Select Actions to view the document in Full Screen mode, which opens to view the document in a
separate browser window or select Close to close the current page and return to the study page.

NOTE: The Document Content editing functionality is dependent on a user having an MS Office
Enterprise or Business Licence…
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Edit Document Details
Select Edit Details from the context menu to edit the metadata of the document.

Document Attributes
The Document Attributes form shows basic reference model metadata that has been auto populated
from the Library Placeholder data associated with each individual document placeholder artifact.

Click the Save button to save any changes to the document attributes, or the Close button to close the
page without saving.
Certain fields in Document Attributes can be edited, but there are fields in this form that cannot be
edited as the data is auto populated from the Reference model.

EDITING DOCUMENT ATTRIBUTES
Editable Document Attributes
•
•

Document Name = The name of the document
Subfolder Name = The name of the subfolder where the document has been previously
stored
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•
•
•
•

Document Filed As = Comments to be added to define where a document is filed if not in
the eTMF
Rules = Rules to be added about the document content or location
Comments = Comments to be added to the document content
Definition/Purpose = A description for the definition or purpose of the document

Editable Document Dates
•
•
•
•
•

Received Date = The date identified as when the document was received (automatically
populated field from data added on the Add Content page)
Expiry Date = The date identified as when the document would expire (automatically
populated field from data added on the Add Content page)
Signature Date = The date identified as when the document was signed
Version Date = The date identified as when document version numbers change
Training Date = The date identified as when the document was assigned for training (Read
and Understand)

NOTE: Mandatory Fields are marked with an asterisk *…
Click the Save button to save any changes to the document attributes, or the Close button to close the
page without saving.

Revise Documents
If a document that has been finalized in error (Status = Ready) and needs to be changed or edited, the
Revise Document option gives a user the ability to make those changes or edits).
Select Revise Document in the context menu of the finalized document.

The View Selected Documents page opens so that the document can be reviewed before being
revised. Open the document view by selecting the right-pointing arrow by the document name.
Select Revise Document to complete the task or Close to exit the page without making any changes.
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C

The document is moved back to a status of Draft with a Version No. of 1.1 and the lifecycle workflow
can be used to quality check the revisions.

When all the lifecycle workflow tasks have been completed, the newly revised document is identified
with a status of Ready and a Version No. of 2.0. The original document is now identified with a status
of Superseded and can be viewed from the All Versions menu.
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NOTE: The Revise Document editing functionality is only available as a context menu item for
documents with a status of Ready…

Reclassify Documents
Some document content may be uploaded to an inappropriate or incorrect placeholder artifact and
Reclassify Documents gives the end user the ability to move the incorrectly classified document to the
correct placeholder artifact.
NOTE: The Reclassify Document editing functionality is only available as a context menu item for
documents with a status of Ready…
Select Reclassify Document in the context menu of the finalized document.

The View Document Contents page opens so that the document can be reviewed before being
reclassified.

Choose the correct Artifact Name and Document Name from the dropdown listings in the details
section and select Reclassify. Cancel will exit the page without making any changes.
NOTE: Users should be careful in choosing the correct names, as some Artifact Names might have
multiple Documents or Sub-Documents associated with them…
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C
The document is reclassified to the correct Document Name and is identified with a status of Draft and
a Version No. of 1.1 and the lifecycle workflow can be used to quality check the reclassified document.

Remove Documents
Occasionally there may be documents that need to be removed from the listing in the eTMF. The
Remove Document option is available at the status level of Draft and gives the user an ability to
remove that document from the list.
Select Remove Document in the context menu of the draft document.

The View Selected Documents page opens so that the document can be reviewed before being
revised. Open the document view by selecting the right-pointing arrow by the document name.
Select Remove Document to complete the task or Close to exit the page without making any changes.
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The original document is now identified with a status of Removed and is hidden from the list of
documents but can be viewed from the Removed Versions menu.
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eTMF Reporting Management
Overview
The eTMF Reporting Management section of this User Guide introduces users to the standard reports
generated in the system.
This section will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Document Completeness Report
Document Fulfilled Report
Document Incompleteness Report
Document Readiness Report
Document Status Report
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eTMF Reports
Reports are accessed from the pages menu bar by Selecting Reports.

Document Completeness Report
This report shows all the documents that have had content uploaded to placeholder artifacts. The
report can be used as an overview of the numbers of documents ready to go through the lifecycle
workflow process (identified with a status of Ready).

Each report can be filtered using the search options at the top of each page. Clear All will clear all the
search options.
Each report can be Exported using the three vertical dots menu in the top right of the title bar, where
a copy of the report is made available to view at the bottom of the page.
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A copy of the report is made available to view in the download bar at the bottom of the page, if using
Chrome or in the downloads folder on the desktop, where the report can be opened in a separate
browser window to review and the link at the bottom of the page will disappear.
Users can return to the Reports page by selecting the back arrow in the top menu bar.

Document Fulfilled Report
This report shows all the documents that have been identified as Fulfilled, which means that the
document has been added into the eTMF, but no content has been uploaded to the placeholder
artifact. This could be used for e-Submission documents that are stored in a different digital system,
or for documents that do not have to be uploaded into the eTMF, but recommended that they are
referenced in the eTMF (identified with a status of Fulfilled).

Each report can be filtered using the search options at the top of each page. Clear All will clear all the
search options.
Each report can be Exported using the three vertical dots menu in the top right of the title bar, where
a copy of the report is made available to view at the bottom of the page.
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A copy of the report is made available to view in the download bar at the bottom of the page, if using
Chrome or in the downloads folder on the desktop, where the report can be opened in a separate
browser window to review and the link at the bottom of the page will disappear.
Users can return to the Reports page by selecting the back arrow in the top menu bar.

Document Incompleteness Report
This report shows all the placeholder artifacts that are still at a status of Pending with no content
uploaded. The report can be used as an overview of the expected numbers of documents in a study,
Country or site (identified with a status of Pending).

Each report can be filtered using the search options at the top of each page. Clear All will clear all the
search options.
Each report can be Exported using the three vertical dots menu in the top right of the title bar, where
a copy of the report is made available to view at the bottom of the page.
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A copy of the report is made available to view in the download bar at the bottom of the page, if using
Chrome or in the downloads folder on the desktop, where the report can be opened in a separate
browser window to review and the link at the bottom of the page will disappear.
Users can return to the Reports page by selecting the back arrow in the top menu bar.
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Document Readiness Report
This report shows all the documents that have been processed through the lifecycle workflow and are
at a status of Inspection Ready. The report can be used as an overview to see the numbers of
documents that are complete and inspection ready within the eTMF (identified with a status of
Ready).

Each report can be filtered using the search options at the top of each page. Clear All will clear all the
search options.
Each report can be Exported using the three vertical dots menu in the top right of the title bar, where
a copy of the report is made available to view at the bottom of the page.

A copy of the report is made available to view in the download bar at the bottom of the page, if using
Chrome or in the downloads folder on the desktop, where the report can be opened in a separate
browser window to review and the link at the bottom of the page will disappear.
Users can return to the Reports page by selecting the back arrow in the top menu bar.

Document Status Report
This report shows all the remaining placeholder artifacts (Study, Country and Site levels) identified by
Reference Model Zone that are still at a status of Pending. The report can be used as an overview of
the remaining numbers of placeholder artifacts which have not yet had any document content
uploaded to them.
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Each report can be filtered using the search options at the top of each page. Clear All will clear all the
search options.
Each report can be Exported using the three vertical dots menu in the top right of the title bar, where
a copy of the report is made available to view at the bottom of the page.

A copy of the report is made available to view in the download bar at the bottom of the page, if using
Chrome or in the downloads folder on the desktop, where the report can be opened in a separate
browser window to review and the link at the bottom of the page will disappear.
Users can return to the Reports page by selecting the back arrow in the top menu bar.
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Appendix
Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Abbreviation

CDISC

Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium

CIOMS

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences

COC

Change of Control

CRF

Case Report Form

CRO

Contract Research Organization

CSR

Clinical Study Report

CRA

Clinical Research Assistant

CTA

Clinical Trial Assistant

CV

Curriculum Vitae

DEA

Drug Enforcement Administration

DIA

Drug Information Association

DSMB

Drug Safety monitoring Board

eCRF

Electronic Case Report Form

EDC

Electronic Data Capture

ePRO

Electronic Patient Reporting Outcomes

EMA

European Medicines Agency

eTMF

Electronic Trial Master File

FDA

Food & Drug Administration

GCP

Good Clinical Practice

GMP

Good Manufacturing Practice

IB

Investigator Brochure

ICF

Informed Consent Form
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ICH

International Conference on Harmonization

IDE

Investigational Device Exemption

IDMC

Independent Data Monitoring Committee

IEC (EC)

Institutional Ethics Committee (Ethics Committee)

IMPD

Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier

IND

Investigational New Drug

IP

Investigational Product

IRB

Institutional Review Board

IRT

Interactive Response Technology

ISF

Investigator Site File, includes Ancillary Documents such as Pharmacy
Files

IVRS

Interactive Voice Randomization System

IWRS

Interactive Web Randomization System

MHRA

Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency

MV

Monitoring Visit

MVR

Monitoring Visit Report

NIH (COI)

National Institute of Health (Conflict of Interest)

ODM

Operational Data Model

PI

Principle Investigator

PK

Pharmacokinetic

PSSV

Pre-Study Site Visit

PV

Pharmacovigilance

QC

Quality Check

QMS

Quality Management System

RA

Regulatory Authority

SAE

Serious Adverse Event
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SAP

Statistical Analysis Plan

SDTM

Study Data Tabular Module

SIV

Site Initiation Visit

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

SQV

Site Qualification Visit

SUB I

Sub Investigator

SUSAR

Suspected Unexpected Serious Adverse Reaction

TLF

Tables, Listings & Figures

TMF

Trial Master File

UAT

User Acceptance Testing

URS

User Requirements Specifications

USADE

Unexpected Serious Adverse Device Events
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Document Version Numbers
Version

Date

Changed by

Description

eTMF version

0.1

October 2020

Bob Crossley

Original Release

1.0

0.2

November
2020

Bob Crossley

Miscellaneous updates,
including screenshots

1.0

0.3

December
2020

Bob Crossley

Miscellaneous updates,
including screenshots

1.0

1.0

April 2021

Bob Crossley

Final Deliverable

1.0

2.0

October 2021

Bob Crossley

Final Deliverable

1.1
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